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Overview

�What is crowdsourcing?



http://crowdresearch.org





Crowdsourcing is an…

Howe, 2006

…outsourcing of a function 
to an undefined network of people 
in the form of open call

Brabham, 2008

…online
distributed
problem-solving and production model

Definition

Crowdsourcing
Niche-sourcing

Open outsourcing
Electronic brainstorming

Open innovation
Human computation

Social computing

Related Terms



Dimensions

Who What How Why

Demographics 

- age
- country

Nature of the 
task

- recognition
- generation

Workflow

- single step
- multiple 
steps

Motivation of 
requesters

- profit
- charity

Expertise

- novice
- expert

Output of the 
task

- label
- idea

Incentives

- prize
- payment

Motivation of 
workers

- money
- fun

Task
Routine

(recognition)
Non-routine
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Galaxy Zoo
Photocity All Our Ideas
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reCaptcha
Soylent Wikipedia

Collective intelligence by encouraging 
collective activity (making it easy and fun)

Human Machine

Social Computational

Social Technological

Goal

�How does crowdsourcing work?



To determine how to break down and 
distribute the task, think about…

…who English speakers

…what Creative ideas for cleaning oil spill

…how Collect, evaluate, combine, evaluate

…why Open innovation, reward

Breaking Down Tasks

Easy Create sub-tasks that are simple 
and clear

Fun Convert the task into a game or 
a challenge

Rewarding Give cash award and/or 
recognition to the winners

Motivating Participation

Routine Non-routine

Quality Insert questions to 
catch cheaters

Include training 
and test

Speed
Higher payment 
improves speed 
but not quality

High payment 
improves quality

Balancing Quality and Speed Amazon Mechanical Turk
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Oatmeal contains soluble fiber, which reduces your low-density
lipoprotein (LDL), the "bad" cholesterol. 
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
definitely

false
definitely
true

 

***If you want to know more about the above statement,
please email us (intuitive.analytic@gmail.com)***

If this is your first HIT from this batch, please complete the
following:

I am a  years old male  female, born in the city of . 
How often do you use Twitter?   Never          Everyday

Thank you for your participation!

subm it



What are best practices?

Games with a Purpose

Games with a Purpose Games with a Purpose



Challenge Challenge

Challenge Crowdsourced Science



Task
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Combination and Refinement

Combination and Refinement
Please use the space below to share your creative and novel idea for stopping or 
cleaning an oil spill like the one in the Gulf of Mexico. Other workers on Mturk will vote for 
all ideas. We will pay a $2 bonus to players whose idea ranks in top three!

Idea 1: Spilled oil should be skimmed as fast as possible. It’s hard to do this using large 
ships as it is done today. One good solution would be to create robotic unmanned floating 
(or underwater) drones equipped with sensors that detect oil presence that could collect it 
and deposit in other, larger, floating autonomous storages. Such robot swarms that work 
in large teams could be deployed to skim the spilled oil as fast as possible.

Idea 2: I think that using a kind of absorbant fibers will help to stop an oils spill.

Combination and Refinement
Select one out of seven points representing how good each idea is:

Spilled oil should be skimmed as fast as possible. It’s hard to do this using large ships as 
it is done today. One good solution would be to create robotic unmanned floating (or 
underwater) drones equipped with sensors that detect oil presence that could collect it 
and deposit in other, larger, floating autonomous storages. Such robot swarms that work 
in large teams could be deployed to skim the spilled oil as fast as possible.

Very poor – 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – Very good



Combination and Refinement
Please use the space below to combine two ideas for stopping or cleaning an oil spill like 
the one in the Gulf of Mexico. Other workers on Mturk will vote on all combined ideas. 
We will pay a $2 bonus to players whose combined idea ranks in top three!

Idea 1: Spilled oil should be skimmed as fast as possible. It’s hard to do this using large 
ships as it is done today. One good solution would be to create robotic unmanned floating 
(or underwater) drones equipped with sensors that detect oil presence that could collect it 
and deposit in other, larger, floating autonomous storages. Such robot swarms that work 
in large teams could be deployed to skim the spilled oil as fast as possible.

Idea 2: I think that using a kind of absorbant fibers will help to stop an oils spill.

Combined idea: Using absorbent fibers wrap around the robotic unmanned floating (or 
underwater) drones equipped with sensors that detect oil presence that could collect it 
and deposit in other, larger, floating autonomous storage. 

Combination and Refinement
Recently we collected 180 ideas for solving oil spill problems. One idea that was most
novel and surprising received an originality award.

Using absorbent fibers wrap around the robotic unmanned floating (or underwater)
drones equipped with sensors that detect oil presence that could collect it and deposit in
other, larger, floating autonomous storage.

This idea is [ the winner = 1, not the winner = 0 ]

Combination and Refinement Combination and Refinement



Combination and Refinement Combination and Refinement

What is next?

Match task and crowd Niche sourcing

Match task and goal Predict winner to identify 
the best idea

Match process and 
output

Combine ideas for
emergent output

Match incentive and 
motivation Study the crowd

Improving the Quality of Output



Improving the Quality of Output Improving the Speed

Improving the Speed Research Directions

Routine task (also in general)
Simple Easy task and clean interface
Fast Quick response and calculation

Available App on a device carried everywhere
Habit A required or an addictive task
Fun Prize, game, and challenge

Non-routine task (creative problem solving)
Niche Study crowds, build community

Evaluation Think about how to evaluate output
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